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How to Identify the Party Responsible for a Vacant Home? 
by Robert Finn 
 
NCST recently participated in a conference held by the Western New York Zombie Initiative Partnership (WNYZIP), 
a group of local housing policy advocates, code enforcement officials and other stakeholders. The purpose of this 
conference was to strategize implementation of the recently enacted "Abandoned Property Neighborhood Relief 
Act of 2016," which made significant changes to New York's judicial foreclosure process. 
 
This new law, applicable only to mortgaged residential properties, imposes an affirmative obligation on 
mortgagees to inspect, secure and maintain all vacant properties that are 90+ days delinquent, regardless of 
whether or when a foreclosure case has been filed. Mortgage servicers are also now required to register vacant 
properties in a statewide database maintained by the Department of Financial Services. A servicer or lender that 
fails to adhere to these responsibilities faces a $500 per day fine. 
 
Code enforcement officials at the WNYZIP conference were understandably skeptical. These officers are on the 
front lines, tasked with enforcing New York's new property maintenance obligations on mortgage servicers. They 
can only do their work to implement the new law, however, if they can determine what entity is responsible for 
the property and how to serve them with process. 
 
Sometimes a servicer will post a notice on the property if they have taken steps to secure it, but in instances 
where these notices have contact information, it is typically vague, with a "1-800" number to either a voicemail 
box or an operator unfamiliar with the property who is trained to avoid answering questions about ownership and 
responsibility. If property taxes are being paid by the servicer, that can sometimes be a valuable clue, but the 
work involved in tracking down and following up on this information is time-consuming and frustrating, and time 
spent connecting with the tax collector's office and cold-calling 1-800 numbers means less time in the field 
identifying properties and reporting infractions. 
 
The registry established by New York's new law is a good first step to solve this problem, and many other 
jurisdictions have found such registries useful. However, the registries are only as useful as the data registered. 
The worst offenders are also the least likely to comply with registration requirements, leaving inspectors in the 
dark about how to effect service. 
 
Bringing the property recordation system into the 21st century, technologically speaking, might help. Twenty-nine 
states and the District of Columbia have now adopted the Uniform Law Commission's "Uniform Real Property 
Electronic Recording Act" (URPERA), with another 4 states introducing URPERA in 2017, and improvements have 
also been made at the local level in some places. (Properties with no mortgage present an altogether different 
problem, which we will discuss in a future Policy Corner.) 
 
Have you achieved success in your municipality in identifying parties responsible for vacant properties? What do 
you consider to be best practices? Do your partners and code enforcement officials have any advice or any 
particularly compelling war stories to share that illustrate how frustrating this problem is in the fight against 
blight? What policy changes would be needed at the local, state or federal level to assist in this effort? We invite 
your feedback and ideas as we consider different possible policy approaches to this vexing problem. 
 
 


